Effects of ozone and nitrogen dioxide on human lung proteinase inhibitors.
Based on available knowledge, this study shows that alpha-1-proteinase inhibitor (alpha 1-PI) plays an important role in protecting lung elastin from elastolytic proteinases, particularly human neutrophil elastase (HNE). Studies previous to this one showed that alpha 1-PI was very susceptible to inactivation by oxidants. We sought to use this oxidant sensitivity as an in vivo marker for ozone (O3) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) exposure. The mechanism of alpha 1-PI inactivation by O3 and NO2 was examined to provide insight concerning the pathogenesis of oxidant-mediated lung damage. Attention also was focused on the bronchial leukocyte proteinase inhibitor (BLPI), which inhibits HNE in the bronchial secretions. Careful examination of blood plasma samples from individuals exposed to 0.5 ppm O3 for four hours on two consecutive days failed to detect any inactivation of alpha 1-PI. This result showed that blood alpha 1-PI was not a satisfactory marker for O3 exposure, but, more importantly, demonstrated that inhaling O3 for short periods does not grossly inactivate this important protein. Studies on BLPI showed that it is a significant inhibitor of HNE and probably plays a more important role in protecting the lung than previously thought. BLPI, like alpha 1-PI, was found to be inactivated by oxidants, including O3 and NO2. The mechanism of O3 inactivation of leukocyte proteinase inhibitors was studied using alpha 1-PI, alpha-1-antichymotrypsin (alpha 1-Achy), BLPI, and Eglin C. While all these inhibitors differed in structure, the concentrations of O3 required for inactivation were essentially the same, except for alpha 1-Achy, which only lost half of its inhibitory activity. It would seem from these results that O3 can damage proteins via the oxidation of any of the following: tryptophan (Trp), methionine (Met), tyrosine (Tyr), or histidine (His) residues. Interestingly, Eglin C, which does not have oxidizable amino acids in its inhibitory active site, was inactivated by the same amount of O3 as BLPI, BLPI was easily inactivated by a methionine-specific oxidant, suggesting an important role for methionine in this inhibitor. In vitro exposure of alpha 1-PI and BLPI to 800 moles of NO2 per mole of inhibitor resulted in 35% and 50% losses of HNE inhibitory activity, respectively. Tryptophan was destroyed by NO2 and studies are in progress to examine effects on other amino acids.